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NEW RELEASES NO. 19 – 2020 
             
Ammar 808: Global Control – Invisible Invasion 
GBCD 100 / € 10,45 / 4030433610022 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Tunesia – Fusion 
GBLP 100 / € 13,45 / 4030433610015 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Tunesia – Fusion 

AMMAR 808’s previous album Maghreb United (2018) – a powerful mixture of deep TR-808 bass and Pan-
Maghreb beats and voices – received widespread critical acclaim and shook dancefloors throughout Europe, 
North Africa and beyond. This time Brussels-based Tunisian electronic producer Sofyann Ben Youssef (aka 
AMMAR 808) has travelled to the Tamil Nadu region of southern India for a breath-taking new adventure. 
With a suitcase full of recording equipment, he set up base in the pulsing city of Chennai and undertook a 
collaborative imagining of the area's rich and resonant musics. Ranging from trance temple sounds to rap-like 
street theatre performance and ending with the mathematical richness of Carnatic music, Ben Youssef’s in 
situ recordings form the foundation of his potent new album: Global Control / Invisible Invasion. Futurist 
syncopations meet hypnotic, timeless narratives. Expansive electronics fused with on location recordings. 
Kaleidoscopic and exhilarating. Listen. 

             
G.Combo: Gran Reserva 
GREC 2 / € 9,45 / 0193872702247 / label: G-REC / format: CD / Portugal – Mestizo 

After his second demo “Music from the Soul” (Barcelona 2012) Owem_g felt it was time to say goodbye to 
Barcelona and established himself in Lisbon where he started producing his first album “Colors” (Lisbon 
2015) a fusion of different Latin beats with Rumba, Dub, Bossa, Hip hop… The need of playing in front of an 
audience started to grow as he finished his second album "El circo de la vida" (Lisbon 2017) so a new project 
came to live: G.Combo half live band half soundsystem joined by Joel Pinto (sax) and Joao Maia (Drums, 
percussion). The band kept growing after recording the 3th album "Gran Reserva" (Lisbon 2019) and the full 
band of 5 musiceans came to live. Listen to a track. 

             
Nakany Kante: De Conakry a Barcelone 
KM 720 / € 10,95 / 8435307611260 / label: Kasba / format: CD / Guinea – Popular 

Nakany Kante, born in Siguiri, Guinea Conakry, a border area with Mali from where great masters of 
Mandinka music have emerged. She grew up in this environment. In 2009 she moved to Barcelona and starts 
her musical career with traditional roots. Now she releases her third album 'De Conakry a Barcelone'. She 
took advantage of her stays in Guinea, recording the bulk of the guitars, basses, percussion, kora, and 
backing vocals in studios there, giving the record a different sound than her songs recorded in Barcelona. 
This third release is more mature than her previous work, 'Saramaya'(SLW 2) and 'Naka' (SLW 6), crossing 
genre lines with ease and flair. In addition to Mandingo pop, she experiments with disco, European pop, and 
the ballads from the streets of Conakry. Listen. 

             
David Linx: Skin In The Game (Book+CD) 
CR 297 / € 13,95 / 0194397095029 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / Belgium – Jazz 

David Linx is arguably the inventor of the "European jazz singer", and he is, far beyond the European area, 
one of the most formidable jazz singers that can be heard. For this new opus of original compositions sung in 
English, he has brought together a combo of leaders with Gregory Privat on piano, Chris Jennings on double 
bass, Arnaud Dolmen on drums and luxury guest Manu Codjia on guitar. Between ballads and more rhythmic 
tracks, two songs embellished with poems by Marlon Moore add an extra colour to the album and remind us 
of the first sublime album made by David Linx with the writer James Baldwin in 1987. Listen to a track. 

             
André M. Santos & Amelia Muge: Sinfonia Da Liberdade 
SMCD 39 / € 11,45 / 5600729523412 / label Seven Muses / format: CD / Portugal – Classical 

This symphony was commissioned by the Municipality of Almada to André M. Santos to integrate the 25th of 
April celebrations in 2019, and premiered on that commemorative day at the Lopes Graça Auditorium. In 
collaboration with Amélia Muge, this symphony’s themes were guided toward one of the most pressing 
current realities: that of those who walk stripped of their rights and possessions, a tragedy that has caused so 
many deaths by drowning in the Mediterranean; so many escape routes; so many memories of horror and 
discomfort; so many lives beset by the urgency of finding a welcoming place. This text is not limited to nor 
directly mentions this contemporary tragedy. It goes beyond. It addresses all instances when rights (and 
obligations) turn to dust clinging to skin, and the difficulty of looking past it. Thus, this text includes any act of 
resistance, and of fight for freedom of thought and action. It is a libretto for soprano and narrator, where 
singing and speech intersect, and even interact. Listen. 

https://youtu.be/k5ATI39k8G4
https://soundcloud.com/owem_g/gran-reserva-new-album-2019-teaser
https://youtu.be/LoRYW4ya-H8
https://youtu.be/FyUcPek2Lr4
https://youtu.be/SVC5BfhvQTg
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El Combo Batanga: Who Cares 
TXNCD 9 / € 12,45 / 8435307610430 / label: Tucxone Records / format: CD / Spain – Funk-Boogaloo 
TXNLP 9 / € 17,45 / 8435307610447 / label: Tucxone Records / format: LP / Spain – Funk-Boogaloo 

The Spanish group El Combo Batanga makes its debut with ‘Who Cares’. With the raw and authentic sound 
of Spanish Harlem, the group articulates Latin Soul and Boogaloo with Afro-Cuban rhythms. The album has 
an organic and a very authentic sound that could well have shared the stage with those recorded albums by 
Joe Bataan, Johnny Colon, Los Lebron, Willie Bobo, Ralph Robles, Latinaires or TNT, among others. 
Impressive and pleasant surprise that there are still ensembles dedicated to not letting these rhythms die. It is 
an album to have, without a doubt. Boogaloo is a style of music and dance that was popular in the 60s of the 
twentieth century. Listen to a track. 

             
Grupo Alegria: Arollando Con Alegria 
MAG 6 / € 19,95 / 2699312312734 / label; Discos Horoscopo / format: LP / Peru – Psychedelic Chicha 

Tropical genres such as Dominican merengue, Cuban guaracha and rumba, and Colombian cumbia mixed 
with 1960s psychedelic rock, while electric guitars reinterpreted folk melodies and traditions from the Andes 
and the Amazonian jungle, in a musical representation of the exodus from rural areas to Lima and other big 
cities in Peru. Unlike other modern hybrids, such as Ska or Brazillian Tropicalia, the music never crossed 
international borders. The first album by Peru's Grupo Alegria, originally released in 1983, is now available as 
a lovely vinyl reissue. The LP is an excellent representative of the country's infectious chicha/cumbia sound.  

             
Los Ovnis: Bailando Con Los Ovnis 
MAG 5 / € 19,95 / 3601762752793 / label: Discos Horoscopo / format: LP / Peru – Psychedelic Chicha 

The roots of chicha go back to mid-1950s Peru. Mambo was gradually replaced by preferences for other 
rhythms like merengue, guaguancó, cha cha cha, joropo, guaracha, rumba and cumbia, which timidly started 
to sound during these years. In Lima, it was the golden age of great orchestras and music ensembles which 
were capable of playing swing and jazz, but especially the diverse tropical variants flooding the market. Not to 
be confused with the '60s Mexican garage band of the same name, Peru's Los Ovnis (featuring Jorge 
Chambergo Porta) released 'Bailando Con Los Ovnis' in 1983. That wonderful album of chicha/cumbia is now 
reissued on vinyl. Listen to a track. 

             
Adam Amos & Noel Rocks: Back Up To Zero 
ARBR 1 / € 10,95 / 0880992159456 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

‘Back Up To Zero’ is the third album from acoustic singer-songwriter duo Adam Amos & Noel Rocks. It comes 
after quite some gap since the first two though. Adam Amos and Noel Rocks recorded two albums together in 
the 1980s and toured around the UK and Europe. Their endeavours as a duo came to a premature end, 
however, when Amos relocated abroad. The album comprises eight original songs along with one traditional 
song and one cover. The duo (Amos guitar/vocals and Rocks guitar/banjo/vocals) say the songs are mainly 
drawn from their personal observations, with influences from Scotland, Ireland and North America. Listen. 

             
Marie Fielding: The Spectrum Project 
RUMCD 4 / € 10,95 / 5060358921841 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

'The Spectrum Project' is the impassioned fourth album by award-winning fiddler, tutor and composer Marie 
Fielding. The Spectrum Project celebrates being ‘in the moment’, with the majority of its ten tracks played in 
full for the first time during the recording process. The result is a remarkable album that captures the raw 
energy and emotion synonymous with the music making process, while allowing Marie’s intuitive and 
versatile playing to take its rightful place centre stage. The album is a complete story from start to finish, with 
Marie revisiting the opening track from an altered perspective at the album’s close, allowing the journey to 
feel circular with a spectrum of moods and emotions expressed by Marie throughout. The organic approach 
to making this album has allowed Marie to fully articulate her creative authenticity, bringing her distinct 
storytelling fiddling to the fore. Listen to a track. 

             
Fabio Armiliato & Fabrizio Mocata: Recital CanTANGO – Tribute To Schipa And Gardel 
AFMCD 198 / € 9,95 / 8032050017068 / label: Alfa Music / format: CD / Italy – Tango 

'RecitaL CanTANGO - Homage to Schipa and Gardel' is the project of the tenor Fabio Armiliato that comes 
from the meeting with the pianist and arranger of Tango Fabrizio Mocata. The idea is based on the passion of 
both of them for Tango and combines Opera Lirica and TANGO in an ideal embrace with a new idea of show 
that also presents itself as a virtual "container" to talk about the historical events and the characters of the 
world of culture and show business, many of them of Italian origin, who gave life and lustre to this wonderful 
form of art at the beginning of the last century: the Tango Song. This album just deepens the link between 
Opera and Tango, with the idea of combining BELCANTO and TANGO especially in the name of two great 
characters and performers: Tito Schipa and Carlos Gardel. Listen. 

             
Fabio Lannino: 2 Of Us Live @ Brass 
C 265 / € 9,45 / 0746160910949 / label: Da Vinci Jazz / format: CD / Italy – Jazz 

In the history of jazz, live recorded performances have always been important pages in the discography, 
faithfully recording the sound produced during the performance. A special event was proposed by the souls 
of the group "2 Of Us", Vito Giordano (trumpet and flugelhorn) and Fabio Lannino (bass and electric double 
bass. guitar), who recorded their Live @ Brass album on the stage of the historic jazz club Blue Brass and on 
the Real Teatro Santa Cecilia. The two artists were accompanied by Diego Spitaleri on piano and Ciccio 
Drummer Foresta on percussion and drums.  2 of Us , the search for the essential in music, the authentic 
point of contact between Vito Giordano and Fabio Lannino. Listen to a track. 

https://youtu.be/iVG5VS0nlrg
https://youtu.be/-5iZnM9bpXM
https://youtu.be/QlztsvLyTok
https://youtu.be/Qd_FfeTRSKc
https://youtu.be/0grV-dM7qsI
https://youtu.be/zBlO4XnEP2Q
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Giovanni Sanguineti: Remember The Future 
C 269 / € 9,45 / 0746160910987 / label: Da Vinci Jazz / format: CD / Italy – Jazz 

'Remember The Future' is the new album of double bass player/composer Giovanni Sanguineti. The work is 
a collection of original pieces written by Sanguineti himself, and performed in a trio formation with the 
extraordinary participation of saxophonist Mattia Cigalini. Sanguineti, Ligurian by birth, after a brilliant 
university and musical education, has released several albums during a flourishing career. The successful 
collaboration with Zara and Stranieri, gave birth today to 'Remember The Future' that brings out all the sound 
and interplay of a high level trio, which is enhanced by the talent of Cigalini. From the first listening you can 
immediately hear a deep and rich sound, refined but not overwhelming of useless mannerisms or cliches.  
Listen to a track. 

 

OUT SOON 
             
Ustad Saami: Pakistan Is For The Peaceful (release October 9

th
, 2020) 

GBCD 97 / €10,45 / 4030433609729 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Pakistan – Traditional 

Following his critically acclaimed debut, 'God Is Not a Terrorist' (2019), 49-note scale microtonal vocal master 
Ustad Saami returns with an epic part two. 'Pakistan Is for the Peaceful' presents an even more immersive 
work, comprised of just three extended tracks and again produced 100% live at the master’s rooftop home in 
Karachi by Grammy-winner Ian Brennan (Tinariwen, Zomba Prison Project, The Good Ones), with musical 
accompaniment provided by Ustad’s four sons. Ustad Saami is the last living surti master, a precursor of the 
ancient Islamic devotional music of qawwali. Despite being under constant threat from Islamic 
fundamentalists, the master has spent his life as a dedicated practitioner of a vanishing art — one that has 
been passed on from generation to generation since the 13th century. Listen to a track. 

             
Szabadsag – Ariane Cohen-Adad & Jefferson Louvat: Elis Island (release October 16

th
, 2020) 

WGRCD 1 / € 9,45 / 0745760406982 / label: Wild Goose Records / format: CD / Belgium – Fusion 
WGRLP 1 / € 12,95 / 0745760410279 / label: Wild Goose Records / format: LP / Belgium – Fusion 

There’s a wonderful mandolin and violin duet coming from Belgium. Check them out! Szabadsaag gathers 
Ariane Cohen-Adad, violinist franco-sephardi and Jefferson Louvat, mandolinist belgo-hungarian. Together 
they cross their routes blending music from Eastern Europe, Klezmer-Balkans with those from Northern 
America, Bluegrass and Irish folk. Our musical worlds are truly getting smaller as we witness the next 
generation of players become completely at ease in so many musical styles. Classical, Klezmer, Bluegrass 
and Celtic all stewed together in a wonderful musical pot. Music holds the soul of the world. Colored by its 
history, marvelous or tragic, they preserve an heritage, ensure its transmission through times. Teaser. 

             
Menace d’Éclaircie: Finish Your Patates And Take Your Converses (release October 16

th
, 2020) 

KR 12 / € 9,95 / 3521383457993 / label: Klam Records / format: CD / France-Brittany – Folk-Rock 

Menace d’Éclaircie are five brothers who play with dynamite the clichés of the top 50. Raised on a deserted 
island by their mother, a former trash-metal singer, to the sound of bagpipes and accordion, the hidden 
children of Elvis and Yvette Horner make the asphalt vibrate as if they were at the Stade de France, in a 
musical universe combining rockabilly, blues, funk, and renaissance music. Acoustic rock and post-musette 
without glitter, the five brothers take you with humor in an offbeat show with post-musette. Listen. 

             
Lucidvox: We Are (release October 23

rd
, 2020) 

GBCD 99 / € 10,45 / 4030433609927 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Russia – Folk-Rock 
GBLP 99 / € 13,45 / 4030433609910 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Russia – Folk-Rock 

Firmly established as an influential voice in the burgeoning Russian DIY rock scene, Lucidvox’s incendiary 
mixture of atmospheric psych-rock, heavy riffs and Russian folk mystery has already gained them both critical 
attention and audience loyalty outside of their hometown of Moscow. We Are is their first international album 
release and the next element in their rapid rise. Both the album, and the ongoing trajectory of this powerful 
band, are linked to the search for identity: as a person, as a musician, as a member of a tightly knit group of 
creative women. With an album as uncompromising and exhilarating as this, Lucidvox’s place in the world is 
only going to get bigger and bigger. Listen to a track. 

             
Stracho Temelkovski: The Sound Braka (release October 30th, 2020) 
MDC 24 / € 10,95 / 5051083156462 / label: MDC / format: CD / North Macedoia – Fusion 

Multi-instrumentalist of Macedonian origin, Stracho Temelkovski has inherited the taste for bewitching 
sounds, traditional rhythms and fervour emanating from the musical groups of this region. His musical 
influences are reflected in a blend of jazz with Balkan sounds, combining urban sounds with traditional Latin 
and Eastern music. On the occasion of a meeting with renowned French jazz musicians Jean-Charles 
Richard (saxophone), Jean-François Baez(accordion), Francois Thuillier(tuba), and Antony Gatta 
(percussion), Stracho Temelkovski creates The Sound Braka. This variable-geometry formation, ranging from 
solo to octet, then became an album skillfully blending jazz and world influencesTeaser. 
 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Don Cherry: Organic Music                 CAP 21827 / CAP 21828 
2. Yilian Canizares: Erzulie                     Y 3 
3. Andrea Motis & Joan Chaorro Quintet: Live At Jamboree Barcelona        SWIT 15 
4. Agi Herczku & Band: Kamara                           FA 4442 
5. Carla Pires: Cartagrafado              OCA 41 

https://youtu.be/q5SSccep00A
https://youtu.be/gn8e60wXbNw
https://youtu.be/dmN6HSljWFY
https://soundcloud.com/yannlebozec/rock-ha-billig
https://youtu.be/i69TADvli_c
https://youtu.be/KBgxvZkD8Vo
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REVIEWS 
 
Transglobal World Music Chart                 September 2020 
Mahsa Vahdat: Enlighten The Night              FXCD 469 
Khusugtun: Jangar          BUDA 860360 
Danyel Waro: Tinn Tout         BUDA 860358 
Mehmet PolatL The Promise      MP 39 
Shiran: Glsah Sanaanea With Shiran              BTRLP 37 
BraAgas: Bestiale                  2664537 
La Gallera Social Club: Tropical Savaje            DPCD 20 / DPLP 20 
Al Bilali Soudan: Tombouctou         CLECD 29 / CLELP 29 
TootArd: Migrant Birds              GBCD 95 / GBLP 95 
Carla Pires: Cartografado                   OCA 41 
World Music Charts Europe                  September 2020 
Mahsa Vahdat: Enlighten The Night              FXCD 469 
Carla Pires: Cartografado                   OCA 41 
Maria Kalaniemi & Eero Grundström: Mielo       AKEROCD 21 
Edikanfo: The Pace Setters             GBCD 94 / GBLP 94 
Mehmet PolatL The Promise      MP 39 
Santrofi: Alewa              OHCD 34 / OHLP 34 
Muziek Mozaïek Folk & Jazz        #2 June-August 2020 
Mads Hansens Kapel: Mor Dig Forst Sorg Bagefter             GO 419 
Sensational Jimi Shandrix Experience: Foxy Laddie       CDBAR 33 
Gangspil: Gangspil 2                GO 1219 
Sandy Brechin Trio: Polecats and Dead Cats            CDBAR 37 
Michael Lane: Travelling Son            GWRCD 13 
Scotia Nostra: Gammel Venskab -Robert Burns I Danmark GO 519 
Jazzism                                    #3 Summer 2020 
Tamikrest: Tamotait              GBCD 91 / GBLP 91 
David Linx: Skin In The Game    CR 297 

Lust for Life                                             #102 2020 
Edikanfo: The Pace Setters              GBCD 94 / GBLP 94 
Espanje                                    #3 July-September 2020 
Melodie Gimard: Numen         MGONE 1234 
Orkesta Medoza: Curandero              GBCD 90 / GBLP 90 
Camaraco & Trio Los Pinerito: Sucu-Sucu          COLCD 136 
Klassieke Zaken                                       #3 2020 
Viba: Viba    ECD 201977 / ELP 201908 
Desiree Saarela & Maria Kalaniemi: MoD      DS 6 
Heaven                                                   #4 2020 
Melodie Gimard: Numen         MGONE 1234 
Domna Samiou: Epic Songs Of Warriors And Heroes          DCD 32 
Domna Samiou: Folk Fables In Song                     DCD 27 
Domna Samiou: Songs Of Dame Sea                    DCD 23 
Domna Samiou: Songs Of History And Heroes                 DCD 25 
Maura Guerrera & Malik Ziad: Spartenza               RMR 230 
Vedan Kolod: Tribes                FSP 1817 
Vedan Kolod: The Dance Of The Wood Spirits              FSP 1917 
Vedan Kolod: Wolf’s Path                FSP 2019 
Branimir: Songs For Mother                  GNI 130 
Korjen: Sabur          PR 1 
Santrofi: Alewa              OHCD 34 / OHLP 34 
Terez Sliman: When The Waves             FXCD 465 
Mahsa Vahdat: Enlighten The Night              FXCD 469 
Katerina Papadopoulou: Notio Toxo In Karpathos                 DCD 42 
Solfrid Molland: Hapets Kappe              FXCD 468 
Marina Cedro: Buenos Aires 1972           TANGO33 1

  

CONCERTS 
(Check the venues website for updates) 

 
Bassekou Kouyate (Outhere Records/Glitterbeat Records) 
07/06/2021: Concertgebouw, Amsterdam (NL) 
Chicos Y Mendez & Flavia Coelho (own label) 
31/01/2021: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
Harouna Samake (One World Records) 
27/11/2020: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
29/11/2020: Kaap - Vrijstaat O., Oostende (B) 
30/11/2020: Paradiso- Tolhuistuin, Amsterdam (NL) 
Katerina Tsiridou (Reload Music) 
26/09/2020: Scheltema-De X, Leiden (NL) 
27/09/2020: Amsterdam (NL) 
28/09/2020: Utrecht (NL) 
29/09/2020: Eindhoven (NL) 
01/10/2020: Art Base, Brussels (B) 
02/10/2020: Art Base, Brussels (B) 
03/10/2020: Antwerp (B) 
04/10/2020: Groningen (NL) 
Lina_Raül Refree (Glitterbeat Records) 
29/03/2021: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 

Monsieur Doumani (own label) 
25/10/2020: Muziekclub ’t Ey, Belsele (B) 
Pulled By Magnets (Glitterbeat Records) 
31/10/2020: Doornroosje, Nijmegen (NL) 
Refugees for Refugees (Muziekpublique) 
16/08/2020: Folkfestival Ham, Ham (B) 
Samba Toure (Glitterbeat Records) 
04/03/2021: Paradiso, Amsterdam (NL) 
05/03/2021: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
Tamikrest (Glitterbeat Records) 
18/11/2020: Paard, The Hague (NL) 
19/11/2020: Poppodium Duycker, Hoofddorp (NL) 
20/11/2020: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
22/11/2020: Luxor Live, Arnhem (NL) 
Zea + Oscar Jan Hoogland (Makkum Records) 
17/09/2020: LolaLand, Amsterdam (NL) 
04/10/2020: Hof Bladelin – AMOK Festival, Brugge (B) 
08/10/2020: WORM, Rotterdam (NL) 
29/10/2020: Willem Twee – Toonzaal, Den Bosch (NL)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 
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